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How the central authorities controlled the production and circulation of millions of documents
in the early Chinese empires and also managed the tens of thousands of scribes in their employ
throughout the expanding empire is the central question of this paper. The primary source
material will be the newly discovered and retrieved “Statutes on the Forwarding of Documents”
deposited in the tombs of scribes as well as on archival sources from Well no. 1, Liye, dating
from the Qin Empire and documents recovered from the forts and relay stations in the northwest desert from Han times. Building on recent secondary scholarship by Asian and western
scholars, I will analyze how the central government tried to systematize and regulate the format
and types of documents, who carried them from location to location up and down the
administrative hierarchy (low-ranking officials, convicts, and perhaps slaves), the means by
which documents were transmitted (horse, carriage, boat, foot), and the time requirements for
travel. I shall propose that it was this massive circulation of documents that helped integrate
the empire and build a consciousness among the people of being the subjects of a single
legitimate regime, thus building the unified sense of time and place that in turn contributed to
the spread of (literate) culture in the early Chinese empires.
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